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"God alone is Lord ofconscience

There has long been a fundamental principle In our denomination for transparency and openness In
process. Information and discernment In order to engender trust, to allow for the work of the Holy Spirit
to flow freely, and to reflect respect for the talent and perspectives of all members of our community.
Our open meetings policies are just one manifestation of this underlying philosophy.
We acknowledge that the scriptures and our Reformed Christian tradition urges us to speak In love, tact,
kindness, care and with proper decorum, being sensitive as Jesus was to the privacy and feelings of
others. However,scripture and our Reformed tradition also urges us to speak the truth of our
convictions. Over the past decades, becoming particularly acute In recent years, there has been an
unwritten practice In some of our denominational agencies- perhaps put Into place with the best
Intentions from experience In non-eccleslal or corporate contexts-that has resulted In an unhealthy
Institutional culture In our denomination at the staff and board levels of fear and Intimidation with

respect to limitations on free speech,freedom of conscience, and disclosure of Information,
unwarranted suspicion and claims of disloyalty, and non-compliance with the spirit of our
denomination's open meeting policies. This action does not alter or replace these open meeting
policies.

Such restrictions on free and candid speech, claims of Insubordination or demands for "loyalty" when
speaking one's truth privately or publicly, even Informal pressure that weighs on an Individuals'
willingness to speak their truth and exercise freedom of conscience -especially when accompanied by
Intimidation or threats of termination or legal action - are all unconscionable at the Lord's Table. Our
ultimate loyalty lies with Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior and to His church as a whole, not to any
particular agency or Individual.
THEREFORE, In order to further the vision for the healthy functioning of the agencies of the national
denomination In terms of Institutional culture, transparency and openness; and because this vision Is
Important enough to be lifted up In administrative action, the General Assentbiy Way Forward
Commission hereby takes thefoiiowing administrative action, effective immediately:
Limits on ConRdentlaiitv. With respect to matters discussed In public, private, or In executive or

confidential sessions of staff or governing entitles (Including committees of staff or governing entitles),
only such Information shall be required to be kept confidential that directly relates to
(a) personnel matters regarding a particular employee or poslton,
(b) pending sale, disposition or acquisition of property, or
(c) pending or threatened litigation (but not litigation that Is merely possible),
(d)confidentiality obligations Imposed by law or regulation,
(e) matters which may unjustifiably embarrass, humiliate or defame another or Invade another's
privacy, with no legally allowable or constructive purpose;
In each case If specifically designated as confidential;

